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Contemporary mixed media artist Vicki Siegel grew up in both 
New York City and Chicago. Seeking a broad education along 
with art training, she attended the University of Illinois, Urbana, 
graduating with a BFA.  Desiring to delve deeply into European 
life and art history, Vicki continued with Master of Fine Art 
course work, focusing on photography, at Tyler School of Art, 
Rome, then continuing to live in Italy. Her desire to work as 
a designer led her to Italy and Chicago. She spent seven years 
working as an art director/av producer in Milan, Italy. Upon 
returning to the States, she settled in South Florida working as a 
creative director. After surviving cancer, Siegel decided to return 
to personal art making focusing on painting. She is a full-time 
working artist. Her studio is in Delray Beach, Florida. Siegel 
instructs painting, conducts painting workshops, speaks to 
art groups and juries shows. Her work is widely exhibited and 
collected. Siegel’s artwork was recently spotlighted at the Cornell 
Art Museum in Delray Beach. She has shown at Spectrum Miami 
during Art Basel. Publications include Art and Culture, of Palm 
Beach County and the Palm Beach Arts Paper. She has been a 
longtime local volunteer, focusing on projects which aid children 
and individuals in crisis.
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My paintings explore painting and photography combined. 
Blending the two art forms is a process that results in images that 
are both real and imaginary. In these colorful figurative works, 
a boundary becomes a metaphor for the narrative of man and 
nature as one. The human form is my fascination and I ask the 
viewer to engage by comparing what is photographic and what is 
paint, but also what is personal and universal. In the narrative I 
hope that you see my vision of how strange and wonderful life is, 
how beautiful nature is and the necessity of preserving it.

#statement





I live in a suburban beach town about an hour north of Miami. Social media 
has given me a way of communicating and showing my work to a broad 
group of people that would not have otherwise seen it. I focus only on my 
studio work on Instagram and I use Facebook for family or for teaching 
announcements. Instagram has given me broad based international viewers. 
I was a bit shy about using it at first, as technology does not come naturally 
to me.  Now that I am confident using it, I wouldn’t give up social media as 
a form of communication.  I find it useful and entertaining.

#socialmedia
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Above: Sustain acrylic and archival pigment ink 36x48 2018
Right: Unbound acrylic and archival pigment ink 24x24 2018





Above: Dream acrylic and archival pigment ink 36x48 2018
Right: Awaken acrylic and archival pigment ink 40x30 2018
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I moved around with my family a lot as a child, so reading and artmaking 
occupied me from an early age. I began taking figure drawing and painting 
classes in high school, at the Art Institute of Chicago’s Saturday classes for teens. 
During college and graduate school, I continued this interest in figure drawing, 
but I also developed a strong interest in photography. I worked as an art director 
and later creative director in advertising in Milan, Chicago, and Florida. During 
my seven years living and working in Milan, Italy, my large multi-image shows 
combining music and hundreds of photographic images would be a precursor 
to my personal artwork today where I combine multiple photographic images 
layered under paint. After having cancer and a young family, I decided to leave 
advertising to focus on painting. I became a full-time working artist in 2008, 
showing my work in Florida.  

#background

Above: Flourish acrylic and archival pigment ink 48x60 2018
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My mixed media paintings are created by layering many layers of 
photographs and paint. I use my camera as a sketchbook and keep 
thousands of images on my computer. I begin with an idea and call a 
model into the studio or I utilize a photo I have taken of someone I 
have met on the street. The props and clothing put on the model are 
either created by me or selected with great care. Human and natural 
forms are transformed into a visual story by layering my photographs 
in a program such as Photoshop or Pixlr. 

This process of combining the images is fun and enormously creative 
as I can explore many ideas and make many changes.  When I have 
created a composition that satisfies me, I have one archival pigment 
print made to size (usually large). I then begin the painting process 
using acrylic paint in layers over and sometimes under (image 
transfer) the photographic parts. I love to paint (I paint in many 
different mediums, oil, acrylic and watercolor), but for this work 
the mediums, gels, pastes and quick drying layers of acrylic paint 
allow me to react to each new mark or shape in the same way an 
abstract painter does. A bright colorful palette reflects my life in the 
sub-tropics. Color is probably the most notable aspect of my work. 
I work with a full spectrum palette, but I will spend hours mixing 
the exact colors I need. A bright colorful palette reflects my life in 
the sub-tropics. I am finished with the painting when my new reality 
satisfies me. I often take big risks adding layers of paint that later 
become invisible under new layers. I love this hybrid method of 
creating work. 

#process
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What role does your art have in society?

Artists are often the first to point the way to societal problems and 

change. The themes of humanity and nature are found throughout 

my work. It is my goal that by combining images from the natural 

environment with the figure, I make the viewer aware of how fragile 

the bond between humans and our environment is. Individual works 

or series have had themes of feminism, climate change, AIDs, and 

physical boundaries.

Do you ever venture out of your creative process?

I am a paint geek. I continually seek out new ways of using paint, be 

it oils, acrylic, or even watercolor to further my artistic vision. While I 

have my own process, this evolves with me as I continue to grow as an 

artist. I am currently thinking about how to bring the 2D paint into a 

three-dimensional installation while being true to my themes. 

What was your breakthrough piece?

I had been creating work in a more traditional method, painting from 

life or using my photos as a reference. My breakthrough piece was 

created while preparing work for a solo show. I had been using the 

process of digitally layering photographs, printing, then painting for 

about six months. Flourish, my breakthrough piece, came about after 

working with a new model in my studio, utilizing an old kimono that 

belonged to my mother and the patterns and shadows from some plant 

forms outside.  All the elements came together with heavily layered and 

textured paint to create a piece that thrilled me. Each person interprets 

what they see in Flourish differently, but all see beauty. It sold to a 

private collector immediately. 


